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Letters to the editor

Communication training in oncology needs

a theoretical framework

The new position paper for training communication in cancer

care has recently been published in Annals of Oncology [1]. It con-

stitutes a revision of the previous position paper by considering

criticism based on recent research stating that communication

cannot be reduced to a set of standardized skills and that the pre-

vious paper lacked a theoretical anchoring framework.

Instead of focusing on the physician’s skills, it now instead fo-

cuses on the physician’s own psychological reflections in the in-

teraction with the patient. That is progress, but concerning the

framework we only get to know that the patients’ psychological

state ‘should guide the communication’. That however tells us

nothing—the statement is needless to say. Unfortunately, the

new position paper is, in that sense, like the previous one: the fo-

cus is solely on the physician. The patient with cancer, whose

needs should be the point of departure for the physician’s com-

munication, is still a blank sheet. Let me put forward some find-

ings that might be of value for a theoretical framework:

When in a vulnerable position, we as humans cannot deal with

by ourselves we, from the cradle to the grave, search for an entity

to attach to. From patients with cancer, we have learned that

experiences of continuity, competence, commitment and an ‘at-

mosphere’ of respect and honesty are of special importance

[2, 3]. The patient’s emotional comfort thus pro primo relies on

the physician’s clinical authority and expertise (and not on emo-

tional engagement per se). The clear asymmetry in the patient–

physician relationship for instance implies that the physician can-

not abandon his/her ‘leadership’ when implementing shared

decision-making in cancer care [4]. The patient may otherwise

feel left alone with devastating effects on well-being.

We have also learned that the patient’s hope work is essential. It

is clinically well-known how patients with cancer ‘play with real-

ity’, not the least by means of disavowal: ‘self-deception in the

face of accurate perception’—they know the hard facts but they

‘decide’ to deceive themselves, by the simple reason that that

makes life easier [5]. It is therefore essential that physicians are

humble when communicating bad news and acknowledge that

severely sick patients may need the mental space that enables their

creative hope-work process. The patient may otherwise feel

trapped into a claustrum without an ability to psychologically

deal with the dramatically changed life situation.

To have these and/or similar findings about the needs of

patients with cancer in mind is essential when communicating in

cancer care. As clinicians we definitely need a theoretical

framework—a model of the patient’s mind—as a guiding frame

of reference in order not to put unnecessary strain on the patient.

As the new position paper lacks such an outline it is more a paper

on communication in health care as such. A position paper for

clinical oncology therefore still needs to be written by the simple

reason that seeing a patient with a malignant disease with an am-

putated future sets other requirements in communication than

seeing a patient with a minor medical problem.
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